BatchMaster ERP for Sweets
Putting your business' proﬁt in the sweet spot
Operating in the sweet manufacturing business can actually be a bitter journey, as a lot of operational
challenges test you on a daily basis. The constant rise in competition gives birth to the need of keeping
the customer satisﬁed and associated with you. This can be achieved by delivering products and services
of highest quality, which in itself is a result of a robust system in place which allows you greater control
over your business and its operations. And the tool that drives this system is BatchMaster ERP for Sweets.
A powerful software, BatchMaster ERP for Sweets provides you with a wide range of exciting features
designed speciﬁcally for your business.
It oﬀers superior formula/recipe management with formula security and control, weighing scale
integration for smooth billing, eﬀective tray management, real-time inventory and ﬁnancial control,
batch processing and labelling capabilities, among many. In addition, it streamlines all your business
processes, allowing you to manage accurate costing in accordance to the weight. Being GST ready, it can
take care of all your GST related Tax applying, ﬁlling and return claiming procedures.
BatchMaster's in-house POS system can smoothen your retail operations by enabling billing via barcode
system and diﬀerent payment modes, managing retail inventory, controlling thefts with authorized
access, updating inventory and orders in real-time in ERP et al, thereby ensuring better customer service
and satisfaction. Seamless integration with your Magento Online store brings in all online orders with
real-time reﬂection of sale on the inventory while also ensuring eﬀective orders management, billing,
quality control, wastage tracking, and shelf-life tracking of the sweets etc. across multiple branches.

BatchMaster ERP for Sweets
The power-packed features are mentioned below:
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Associate trays with Finished Good or Intermediate
Manage weight loss (moisture Loss) of sweets
with tray
Track trays at stores and plants, available trays at
multiple locations
Determine trays with tray type and counts
Associate weight of sweets and add sample weight
during dispatch of sweets at multiple shops
Complete recipe and formula management with version
tracking, security, authorized control, etc.
Separate material, package, WIP, labor and
miscellaneous costing
Bi-directional lot traceability and lot recall
Receiving and issuing of milk based on fat content
Weighing scale integration
Quality Control (QC) at all important checkpoints like
receiving, production, delivery, etc.
Physical stock taking and variance reporting
By-product & co-product management with costing
Material and production planning based on demand,
supply and in-stock
Comprehensive production capabilities with automatic
batch sizing, substitution, WIP costing, yield analysis,
etc. capabilities
Shelf-life determination
Full-featured POS integration
Online webstore- Magento integration and support
Nutritional and ingredient statement labelling support
Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP)
Waste management
Allergen management
Supplier/ vendor management
Inspection planning and inspection schedule
Adverse event and complaint reporting
Ingredient statement and report
Corrective Action Preventive Action (CAPA)
Non-Conformance (NC)

Products:
BatchMaster ERP
Our Flagship product, BatchMaster ERP, is a
true process-centric solution serving the
manufacturing, distribution, ﬁnance,
compliance and quality needs of your
business.

BatchMaster Point-Of-Sales (POS)
A web-based software solution for
wholesale, distribution, and retail businesses,
it can be used online on iPads, Android
tablets or laptops. By syncing the complete
information of products, customers, and
orders into a single platform, it makes it easy
to scan products, check for inventory, apply
discounts or oﬀers, and accept payments
both in plastic money as well as in cash.
Ultimately, helping retailers improve
customer service, increase productivity,
reduce thefts and oﬀer better retail
experience.

Integration with MAGENTO:
Integration of BatchMaster Enterprise with
Magento helps manage your business online.
The integration provides a seamless method
to completely collaborate your ERP system
with your current or upcoming Magento
stores. Via this integration, orders from your
Magento store and website will automatically
be loaded into the BatchMaster Enterprise
ERP solution – along with an alert about
order arrival. It enables complete
synchronization of item records, price lists,
inventory, taxes, business partners, orders,
deliveries, shipping & tracking, and
payments.
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30+ years of experience
True process-centric ERP solutions for small to midsized industries
SAP B1 and Microsoft certiﬁed solution
Over 40,000 users worldwide
Headquartered in California, with footprints across the
world
A global presence with oﬃces in 3 continents- North
America, Australia, and Asia
Consistent record of never exceeding implementation
time of 350 to 500 hours*

* Actual project plan may vary depending on number of users and project scope assessment.
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